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Note: Attempt questions from each Section as indicated'

Section-A

Attempt allparts. Answer in 50-75 words each. 2x 10:20

l. (a) Definecapitalmarketefficiency.

(b) Whatis systematicrisk andunsystematic risk ?

(c) Whatis efficientmarkethypothesis ?

(d) What is an option ? Distinguish between a call

option and aPutoPtion.

(e) What is the meaning of the term yield to

maturity forbonds ?

(0 What are the assumptions of perpetual growth

models ?
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(e) ARs. 100 perpetual bond is curiently selling for

Rs. 95. The coupon rate of interest is 13.5o/o and

theappropriate discount rate is 15%. Calculate

the value of the bond. Should it be purchased ?

What is its yield to maturity ?

Section-C

Answ er al I question in 3 0G5 00 words each. 1 0 x 5 :5 0

Briefly describe the developments in the stock

markets in India.

Ot
Write a short note on SEBI and its guidelines.

What will be the lower and upper bounds for the price

of a call option ? Explain the reasons.

Or

Why is ordinary share an option ? Explain.

Explain and illustrate a one step binomial approachto

value a European option.

Or

What is beta ? How is it measured ? How do you

calculate the expected rate of return of a sec urity ?
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6. Whatis capltal assetprieingrmodel. (eAliM) ? Explain

rts assumptrons.

Explain the logic of the arbitrage pricrng nrodol

(APM). How does it compare and co.ntraqt with

CAPM ?

1. Illustrate with the he$ of an ex'anrple the linkage

between share price and eagdngs- What is the

importance of thc pltm-eamings PIE) ratio ? What

are its limitations ? '

Or

Illustrate the methsd ofvaluing (0 bonds inpeqpetuity

and (ii) bonds with a maturity pedod.
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6. What is capttal ass6t prieingrnodel (CAPM) ?Explain

its assumptions.

Or

Explain the. logic of the arbitrage pricing model

(APM)" How does it compare and c,optrapt wrth

CAPM ?

Illustrate with the help of an exarnple the linkage

between share prioe and earn-ings, What is the

importance of the priee.earnings (PlE) ratio ? What

are its limitations ?

Or

Illustrate the method of vah.ring (i) bonds in perpctuity

and (ii) bonds witha maturity period.
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